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Cast & crewUser reviewsTriviaOriginal title: After We Collided The dialog is horrible. No one talks like that! The story is even worse. It's just two immature, emotionally unstable rabbits on screen. It's definitely not worth watching.Suggest an edit or add missing contentWhat is the streaming release date of After Truth (2020) in Brazil?AnswerYou
have no recently viewed pages Skip to main content Roger Kumble - directorSee profileDylan SprouseSee profile2078 global ratingsHow are ratings calculated?Top reviews from the United KingdomNatalieReviewed in the United Kingdom on 09 December 2021A good teen filmVerified purchaseKatrina h.Reviewed in the United Kingdom on 01
November 2021portrayal of toxic relationshipsVerified purchaseThis film is not enjoyable. The two main characters are just not likeable? Hardin is toxic, jealous, destructive, and just not a likeable person. He is literally a BURDEN to Tessa the other main character. I saw a previous review that said they're a couple in love, who have a few fights along
the way like a normal relationship um-I get that this is just a story for people's entertainment, and not to be taken seriously. But the problem is that Hardin is the "Hero"- he is supposed to be liked and people are supposed to root for their relationship- but why would anyone? This film and it's predecessors romanticise this kind of relationship, and who
knows what kind of effect that will have on young teenagers and especially girls? Are they going to think that it's just normal for their partner to completely mistreat other people just because those people were talking to them? Are they going to think that their partner getting jealous, ignoring them and then going out with other girls is normal? Are
they going to think that their partner getting mad that they're thinking of taking an amazing job opportunity in another city is reasonable? Are they going to think that their partner GETTING MAD at them, that they, themselves, had some feelings for another person, while they were NOT TOGETHER is normal and completely fine?Yes, it is just a film,
it is just entertainment, but have people forgotten how much of an impact film and the media have on young people today?other than this, cinematography was sub-par, storyline was wild and completely exhausting as usual and five actors have been recast so you hardly know whose who anymore.K&D83Reviewed in the United Kingdom on 02 January
2021New adult mush at its bestVerified purchaseFirstly, before I get going I loved this movie. An unrealistic, college love story with no sense of reality or real consequence for people's actions, marvellous!Now, I assume if your going to watch this movie, you've either read the books, or watched the 1st movie "After" (if you haven't, it's on Netflix).After
watching this 2nd movie, and apparently films 3 and 4 are being made, I realised, this is 50 shades of grey/Twilight fan-fiction on a tamer vibe.Hardin (Christian/Edward) is our damaged, beautiful, tortured soul, hot as hell, difficult upbringing, deep deep Daddy issues male lead. Tessa (Anna/Bella) our innocent, studious, smothered by an over
protective mother, virginal female lead.In film 1, while there is sex and mild college related drug mis use, its a pretty tame film, no swearing, quite romantic.... Film 2, lots more sex, the F word is used so many times I lost count, and everyone seems to have aged 5 years, despite it being set only 1 mth after the 1st film ended.... The difference in the
vibe of the 1st film to the 2nd is almost jarring and the characters, while only being a month further on in their lives have had full personality and wardrobe make overs....Basically, the film is new adult mush... Clearly the 1st film did well, and again, as with 50 shades and Twilight, they've grabbed on to that money train to bring in those teenage girls
(and some 30 somethings in my case) by making the 2nd film more grown up....Lastly, Tessas work colleague Trevor may look oddly familiar to those of us of a certain age.... You may remember him as Ross Gellers son Ben on Friends, and Hardin is Lord Voldermort from Harry Potter..... What a time to be alive.... Enjoy x23 people found this
helpfulUser 1Reviewed in the United Kingdom on 02 January 2021Typical, but at the same time, notVerified purchaseAfter We Collided presents an interesting perspective of modern 18 to 20 somethings young adults moving on into the world, whilst the representation of a seemingly smooth ride for Tessa in terms of her internship, it may have
glossed over the difficulty of getting one nowadays and how rare things work so remarkably well. The story is more fiction and a perfect dream of what a young adult would like to happen during his or her early career years, but one of the most important aspect of this film is that there is a strong focus on facing and making peace with your past, in
order to move on with the future. At one point, Hardin's past does not want to make peace with him but he still manages to move on past that because despite all his impulsive actions at times, he too, has suffered in his own way. The two main leads have portrayed the twists and turns laid out into the story, especially when "the bet" was never fully
revealed, the mysterious event that led to their first major argument in the first place. Although there are many grudges between the characters in the story, it is amazing that most, if not all of them wish to make amends to one another and are honest to fault. Making one believe again, that perhaps the best in ourselves is always still there and it may
be time to get off our chair and see if amends can be made, to finally forgive yourself and an old friend whom you may have parted on difficult terms. It is time to face facts and move on.VeronicaReviewed in the United Kingdom on 02 January 202150 Shades of Grey for teenagersVerified purchase6 people found this helpfulEmilyReviewed in the
United Kingdom on 12 January 2021Best suited to a teenage girl with friends having a binge at a girls night sleepover.Verified purchaseKindle CustomerReviewed in the United Kingdom on 26 August 2022Not the bestVerified purchaseK. L. SandersonReviewed in the United Kingdom on 15 May 2022Really enjoyed thisVerified purchaseOne person
found this helpfulSee all reviews After We Collided (Teaser Trailer 1) 0:46 Need to watch 'After We Collided' in the comfort of your own home? Hunting down a streaming service to buy, rent, download, or watch the Roger Kumble-directed movie via subscription can be confusing, so we here at Moviefone want to help you out. We've listed a number of
streaming and cable services - including rental, purchase, and subscription choices - along with the availability of 'After We Collided' on each platform when they are available. Now, before we get into the various whats and wheres of how you can watch 'After We Collided' right now, here are some particulars about the Offspring Entertainment,
Voltage Pictures, Wattpad, Frayed Pages Entertainment romance flick. Released October 23rd, 2020, 'After We Collided' stars Josephine Langford, Hero Fiennes Tiffin, Dylan Sprouse, Louise Lombard The R movie has a runtime of about 1 hr 45 min, and received a user score of 73 (out of 100) on TMDb, which put together reviews from 4,613 wellknown users. Interested in knowing what the movie's about? Here's the plot: "Tessa finds herself struggling with her complicated relationship with Hardin; she faces a dilemma that could change their lives forever." 'After We Collided' is currently available to rent, purchase, or stream via subscription on Apple iTunes, Microsoft Store, Redbox, Google
Play Movies, Amazon Video, Vudu, Netflix, and YouTube .
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